
Hints

weekly spraying of Benlate (I
tablespoon to a gallon of water)
with the addition of a small
amount of Cygan or Isotox dur
ing the early spring growing
season will usually control both
bugs and dieback. Some grow
ers paint the lower trunks with a
slurry (white wash) of Benlate.

5. Don't plant the camellias
properly: If you would rather
kill the camellia some other
way, then make the hole large
enough both in diameter and in
depth. Six to twelve inches lar
ger than the root ball is helpful.
Be careful not to plant the ball
lower than the ground level.
Fill the bottom of the hole with
two inches of loose sailor bark,
fill the sides with loose potting

soil, tamp lightly, water and do
not feed.

6. Keep the P/h low: a P/h of
4 or lower is a very good way to
kill a camellia, almost as good
as a 72 hour sunning of the
roots! Although camellias are
said to be acid-loving plants, I
have found that a P/h of 6.5 to 7
will eliminate a lot of problems.
Many will not agree, but if you
ain't tried it, don't knock it!

There are several other good
ways to kill a camellia. But the
above list should keep your in
ventory of plants low enough so
that every time a new bloom
comes out that you just must
have, you will have sufficient
room to store them. Good luck,
which ever direction you go.
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Styrofoam boxes seems to be the container of choice to transport

blooms to a show.

When pruning off dead limbs, cut back to healthy wood-wood
which does not have a dark spot in the center.

Cut a show bloom right before its peak. The fresh sheen and sta
mens are more important in judging than the extra growth a

bloom would achieve in a day.

Camellia seed pods may be picked before they open naturally.
Gathering them early may keep animals from getting them before

you do.
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